
Khaki
April 2023

The place is gorgeous and well appointed. Looked exactly like the pictures and the views were even prettier

in person.

Cortney And Adam
April 2023

It’s beautiful! You will not be disappointed. Everything you need is there and I highly recommend the

grocery delivery they offered for a small fee. It was so nice to come in and everything we needed was there.

Kari
March 2023

Highly recommend.

Perfect for spending your vacation at “home”.

Great outdoor & indoor living spaces.

Must rent car (regardless of where you stay on island).

~1 hour to Sandy point. ~45 minutes to Tide Pools/Cane Bay. ~45 minutes to F’sted. ~35 minutes to airport.

~20 minutes to C’sted. ~15 minutes to gas/groceries.

Convenient to Divi, Duggans, Ziggys, Salt Great Pond (highly recommend), Jack & Isaccs, Point Udall and

Goat (Sugar Loaf) Hill.

Will need to buy more toilet paper (even if you don’t spend that much time at the house).

Would recommend bringing your own snorkeling gear if you have.

6BR & 4 baths (not 4.5, as listed). Layout minor inconvenience - 1 Queen connected to bathroom (2 doors)

w/ 2nd Queen & Twins near. Essentially 8 (of 12 max) sharing 1 bathroom.

Bright light in all rooms (no room-darkening shades, as listed), makes it easy to enjoy the sunrise!

AC does not keep 1 master cool.

Need wifi extender (currently 4 of 6 bedrooms w/ spotty or nonexistent signal)

4.75 · 4 reviews
Cleanliness 5.0

Accuracy 5.0

Communication 4.5

Location 4.8

Check-in 5.0

Value 4.8
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Response from Michelle
March 2023

Thank you Kari for your feedback! It is very important to us!

We understand that being the second guest to check into a new property can be challenging,…

David
March 2023

We loved the home. The pool and the beach were amazing The kitchen had everything we needed.

Enjoyed the gas grill and all the beach gear. I definitely recommend renting a car. You are 15 to 20 minutes

from the closest stores.

I watched the sun rise every morning from the pool deck or beach. Fantastic. We had a few minor issues

which were remedied same day. It was actually a plus because we got to meet Justin who helps maintain

the home. Really nice guy. Definitely would come back.
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